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Data is an essential element in MRO IT; gathering,
harnessing and applying it is a critical part of the process
Engineering has always been about taking what we want and making it happen, or perhaps
that should be ‘making sure that it happens’. Because engineers have always worked with
precise calculations in order to ensure that all of the elements in what they do will work
together and meet the measurable requirements of their function in mechanical harmony
with other components in the machine. The effect of one factor on another or ratios and
how they might be impacted by changes are all meat and drink to engineers. Of course,
in an airline, the significance of being accurate in all these things has an importance way
beyond just making the whole machine work: the consequences for any miscalculation
might be catastrophic. So, the arrival of more ways to extract ever greater quantities of
data from every component in an aircraft and, as importantly, the means to analyze that
data to produce useful findings is very welcome to MRO operations.
In this issue there is a great article on data, looking at the key aspect of how people interact with the vast
amounts of data now available and how they can approach the task in a way that enables them to make use of it.
We also have an article about the tools that can be used to leverage value from data and some successful models
that use data to improve profitability. Of course, the huge volumes of data generated by aircraft, engines and
other components as well as by engineers would require unfeasibly vast amounts of paper to record them and
would not be of any use if it might take days or weeks to apply them. This issue includes two articles that address
that challenge. You can read how one growing airline has used a paperless maintenance manuals project as the
springboard for better use of their MRO/M&E software solution and the eSolutions project that has revolutionized
their maintenance planning. Finally, there is a great article on using a voice solution to improve the speed, quality
and record creation of maintenance work while enhancing engineer safety and making compliance better as well as
easier to demonstrate.
As well as Paul Saunders’ comments on the significance of Telepresence we also have a great Vendor’s Job Card
completed by Julian Stourton CEO at Rusada and the regular overview of news and information affecting your
sector. There are also details about on-demand webinars recently added to our growing library of the market as well
as a focus on the larger ‘On-Demand Webinar’ library.
Aircraft IT MRO: what professionals need to know.
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COLUMN: HOW I SEE IT

Paul Saunders, The Significance of Telepresence
Paul regards Telepresence, projecting skill to where it is
needed regardless of the skilled person’s real location, as
potentially more significant than many developments
currently hogging the headlines and grabbing the attention
of MRO professionals.

ON-DEMAND WEBINAR FOCUS PART 2:
MRO / M&E IT POINT SOLUTIONS

Finding the right MRO IT solution to match your
requirements is so much easier if you search the library of
recordings of Aircraft IT Past Webinars by category.
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WHITE PAPER: THE CHANGING
FACE OF DATA

Sander de Bree, CEO, EXSYN
Even if data is a growing phenomenon in the aviation
sector, people remain the key resource and it is they
who will react with and make use of all the data being
generated.

CASE STUDY: PAPERLESS,
THAT’S THE PLAN

Andy Genao, Senior Manager, Maintenance
Planning, and Michael Henry, Director Maintenance
Planning at Atlas Air
Atlas Air outlines their extensive paperless maintenance
manuals project and how this was integrated into their
M&E software solution plus their eSolutions project which
is designed for maintenance planning.

Bijoy Mechery, CEO, Seabury Solutions and Brent
Heath, Senior Vice President, Seabury Solutions
To transform any MRO / Technical operation, insightful tools
are essential to support decision making. Using activity
based costing principles to model the operation provides
insight into the drivers of cost and profitability upon which
management can act.

CLICK HERE: Send your feedback and suggestions to AircraftIT MRO
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Latest News and Technology updates
Keeping up with the latest developments in your
professional world can be a challenge. But simply go to
http://www.aircraftit.com/MRO/Index.aspx or here in the
Aircraft IT MRO e-journal to keep up to date with the latest
developments.

Ed Haskey, Editor

CLICK HERE: Subscribe for free

LATEST NEWS AND
TECHNOLOGY UPDATES

ON-DEMAND WEBINARS:
THE KNOWLEDGE LIBRARY
FOR MRO IT SOLUTIONS

View Video Recordings of On-Demand MRO Software
Demonstration Webinars. See full information and
view video recordings of past Live MRO Software
Demonstrations, including: Flatirons Solutions, Mxi
Technologies, CrossConsense and Hexaware Technologies.
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CASE STUDY: VOICE TECHNOLOGY
INNOVATIONS IN MRO

Scott Powell, Senior Manager, Product Marketing at
Honeywell
Honeywell MRO shows how a voice technology solution
for Maintenance and Inspection is already helping to
streamline documentation, enhance compliance, have faster
training times for technicians, improve safety, and improve
the quality of work.
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VENDOR JOB CARD
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MRO SOFTWARE DIRECTORY

What does Rusada do for clients? Julian Stourton
shares the secret of Rusada’s success with readers
In the latest of our Q&A pieces, Julian Stourton, CEO,
Rusada, completes his ‘Vendor Job Card’ for Aircraft IT.
A detailed look at the world’s leading MRO IT systems.
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INTERACTIVE Click here for full product details

only supplier of 2 MRO
‘best of breed’ plus

Offering DigiPLAN, DigiREPORTS, Analytics and
B2B for DigiMAINT and WebPMI MRO systems.
Our DigiDOC CMS is agnostic
of MRO with proven integration
with any competitors’ system,
in addition to our own.
iSPEC2200, S1000D, DITA, SPEC2000, SPEC2300

Seabury wins awards and a new
customer to further grow the business’s
reputation and market
SEABURY GROUP RECOGNIZED FOR
EXCELLENCE IN GUIDING AVIATION CLIENTS
THROUGH CHALLENGING SITUATIONS

SEABURY Group, a global advisory and professional services
firm, announced at the beginning of August 2106 that it has
received prestigious awards from CIO Outlook, CFI and Wealth
& Finance International, lauding the Seabury team’s excellence
in delivering diversified and responsive business solutions to
clients in the Aviation, Aerospace & Defense, Transportation,
and related industries. Today, with more than 20 years of
experience, Seabury has partnered with 300 clients in more
than 50 countries, extending its services and solutions to
nearly 1,300 engagements globally.
“The Seabury team and I are once again thrilled to
receive recognition from our media partners for being a
medium for our colleagues in aviation to help them achieve
enhanced market position and shape their companies’
futures within the industry,” said Seabury Group Chief
Executive Officer and Chairman John E. Luth. “Over the past
two decades, Seabury has advised on over $100 billion of
equity transactions and debt financing, while helping airlines
worldwide solve complex challenges requiring consulting,
investment banking, restructuring, and information
technology solutions.”
CIO Outlook named Seabury one of the ‘25 Most Promising
Aviation & Aerospace Solutions Providers in 2016,’ praising the
company’s unparalleled efficiency and innovation in providing
an array of information technology solutions and products
that leave an indelible mark in the market.
The Capital Finance International (CFI) commended Seabury
for unrelenting dedication to operational excellence and
top performance, while investing heavily in technology and
offering a number of proprietary aviation management
smart software solutions. This is the second year in a row
that Seabury has been honored with CFI’s ‘Best Aviation M&A
Advisory Team Global 2016’ award.
Wealth & Finance International awarded Seabury the
‘Best Aviation-Focused Investment Banking Firm & Best for
Structured Alternative Investment Strategies’ recognition,
applauding the Seabury team for their leadership and efforts
in helping shape this unique and dynamic industry.
In addition to these industry awards, Global Finance
Magazine has also named the Seabury Trade Finance
Exchange team (STFX) along with its technology partner
GTNexus, as one of ‘The Innovators for 2016 –Trade Finance.’
STFX provides liquidity to the financial supply chain by
bringing easy to access financing to the supply chain
participants.
Luth concluded: “Seabury’s continued industry recognition

stems from the hard work and effort of the entire Seabury
team, whose professionals are located on five continents and
in more than 15 countries. At Seabury, we feel privileged to
partner with our colleagues at airlines and we are dedicated
to guiding them through challenging situations in one of the
toughest industries in the world.”

SEABURY SOLUTIONS ADDS AMASZONAS
LÍNEAS AÉREAS GROUP TO ITS GROWING
ALKYM CUSTOMER BASE

SEABURY Solutions, a subsidiary of Seabury Group and
a global aviation software development and consultancy
company, announced in mid-August 2016 that it has
welcomed Amaszonas Líneas Aéreas Bolivia, Paraguay and
Uruguay to its growing global customer base. The threeairline group recently went through the ‘GO LIVE’ phase of the
industry-leading Alkym® / Aircraft Management and Control
System (Alkym), an integrated modular solution designed to
optimize aircraft technical operations.
Amaszonas Líneas Aéreas Group President Sergio Urioste
remarked: “The requirement to create order and organize the
management and control of the group inventory combined
with the maintenance planning and control drove the initial
needs for a new MRO IT solution.” Based on that premise, the
group started an assessment process of the different software
solutions alternatives. “It was very important for the group
to arrange and integrate the different areas of Maintenance
Organizations of the group’s companies,” added Urioste. “With
that purpose in mind, we started a study to evaluate the
solutions. This process concluded that Alkym was the best
option because of the application functionalities and the
experience of the company.”
The project, completed during the months of June and July
2016, was delivered by the Seabury Solutions project team
on time and within budget. “Since the implementation until
now, we have received assistance and the necessary support
to implement Alkym with high level of professionalism and
dedication,” further commented Urioste.
“We are pleased to have Amaszonas Lineas Aereas Group
among our customers. We know the thorough work and
analysis they made to assess the diverse options existing in
the market and we are proud to know they chose our solution
Alkym,” said Seabury Solutions Vice President Sales LATAM Eng.
Manuel Roché.
This announcement brings the Alkym customer base to more
than 80 aviation clients around the globe. “It is yet another
example showcasing how Alkym continually proves to be the
‘go-to’ option in the Caribbean, Central and South America,”
concluded Roché.
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Information: how to
get what you need
Using software management tools, say Bijoy Mechery, CEO of Seabury
Solutions and Brent Heath, Senior Vice President at Seabury Solutions,
help decision makers drive continuous improvement
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I

MAGINE THAT YOUR cash collections are three months behind; you
have two weeks to meet the payroll; IATA’s going to be after you in a
month’s time; your customers are asking for more and more details
before they make any payment; and your systems don’t seem to cope well
with those requests. This is a scenario that we at Seabury face almost every
day when we get calls from potential customers describing these sorts of
situations and, often, there’s not much time to deal with them.

SEABURY SOLUTIONS

But, I run ahead: first, some information about Seabury to set the scene.
Seabury Group was founded in 1995 by John E Luth, ex-CFO at Continental
Airlines. The business started in New York with just four people and the very
first job was a pivotal role restructuring Continental Airlines. After that, the
business undertook work with a few airlines (large and small) and started
growing. In 2002 Seabury Enterprise Solutions was started with the mandate
to build software solutions for the aviation industry.
Last year, Seabury MRO Solutions was launched, based in Amsterdam;
and shortly after that, an MRO software company based in Cordoba,
Argentina joined the group. Today both companies’ are combined and
trade as Seabury Solutions. Seabury Solutions offers a range of products
and solutions. EPAS (Enterprise Performance Analysis System) is a
performance analysis and management tool that helps decision makers
drive continuous improvement to the organization and is used by
some of the world’s largest airlines. eAuthority is an all-encompassing
solution for civil aviation authorities to manage aircraft registrations,
licensing and oversight. Alkym is an MRO product: a comprehensive, full
functional integrated, cost-effective aviation maintenance management
software solution. There are other software products available and under
development all focused on the aviation market.
Wanting to ensure we incorporate the latest and greatest technology, all
our products are continuously under development. It is part of the Seabury
philosophy to regularly invest in their solutions so that they are always
at their best. Seabury started an MRO practice in 2003 with a number of
overseas projects for a team that is based mainly in Europe and in the USA.
Most of the MRO practice people have lived in the MRO environment,
they’re ex MRO and airline employees: Seabury believes in having people
with real experience; people who have lived in that world, to go and solve
the problems faced in MRO.

SOME QUESTIONS AND SOME ANSWERS

EPAS (ENTERPRISE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS SYSTEM)
For the purposes of this article, let’s introduce what we do with EPAS
for our client airlines. Some readers might not be familiar with Route
Profitability but, we’ve implemented EPAS at a number of large carriers
(American, Delta, Southwest…) where it is used to drive route profitability.
Route profitability in an airline is about continuously measuring and
managing the network performance. It means asking questions such as…
• Which routes are profitable?
• Is this the right equipment for this route?
• Where are costs increasing or decreasing?
• What is the impact of a new competitor in our market?
• How efficient is the operation?
• What is the impact of delays on profitability?
• How beneficial are flow passengers on unprofitable routes?
In short it means asking ‘where can we be more profitable; where are we not
profitable now; and what decisions need to be taken in order to address these
issues?’ EPAS is a tool and a model that brings in all of that transactional

Maintenance performance analysis: Typical challenge 2

“Route profitability in an airline is about continuously
measuring and managing the network performance”
data, builds it out and drives it to a flight by date, by passenger and so on…
that’s the atomic, granular level of data which we build up in order to report
on things by equipment, by aircraft, by operating carrier, by region, etc. Take
de-icing as an example of using that model. De-icing is a type of cost that
needs to be allocated not to stations such as Miami but rather to stations such
as La Guardia because that’s where the cost is going to be incurred and the
model is what drives that to the right place.
All of the costs of an airline (including maintenance, fuel, pilots, flight
attendants) get allocated to a flight and built up for profitability analysis.
The question is, ‘can a model for maintenance operations use the
same techniques as for calculating route profitability in order to better
improve performance?’ There are several challenges within maintenance
organizations that might inhibit the ability to do this.
MAINTENANCE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Maintenance performance analysis: Typical challenge 1
Our observations from our extensive experience of what we see in many organizations

Detailed data needed for deep dive analytics is buried in disparate
systems throughout the organization
Contract
Maintenance
Operations
Management Systems

What was done,
by whom and for
how long?

Contract

Financials

Contract

How much do
we bill/ pay?

What was the
total cost and
revenue?

Figure 1

First, maintenance related data is spread all over the organization. There
are maintenance operations management systems that capture what was
done, by whom and for how long (see figure 1). Then there are contracts
either in a contract management system or being kept in Excel spreadsheet
and the like: but those contracts determine how much the organization will
have to pay and how much it will receive. There are also the financials; the
general ledger, the accounts (including accounts payable). The question
that is not easily answered but which is very relevant in our world is, ‘What
is the profitability for this particular project?’ and, ‘Out of the projects that
are currently underway, how many of them are running on time and/or
on budget?’ also, ‘What is the fully allocated cost by base, by aircraft, by
customer, etc.?’
From our observations and experience we see that people build solutions
in a data warehouse; we’ve all done this, i.e. build a data warehouse to bring
all that data together (see figure 2). But what we have also found through
a number of projects is that, even with a data warehouse, data is still not
available at the right levels. In short, putting the data into a single source
doesn’t really help; it just means three different data sources (maintenance
management, contract and financial data) in one environment; even
though it’s in one place, that doesn’t mean that it’s integrated to allow a user
to answer the sort of questions posed above.
SEABURYMRO.COM

Our observations from our extensive experience of what we see in many organizations
[[INSERT
SLIDE 9 HERE]]

Maintenance
Operations
Management Systems

Contract
Contract

Financials

Contract

Data Warehouse
Contract
Maintenance
Operations
Management Systems

Contract

Financials

Contract

Warehousing of the data is not sufficient to model the operation

Figure
2
SEABURYMRO.COM
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What happens as a result of that is a snapshot analysis. Readers will be
familiar with the scenario where a vice-president or executive wants to
know perhaps something along the lines of, ‘what’s the fully loaded man
hour rate?’ That trickles down to an analyst who pulls data from each of
the individual systems to put it into an Excel spreadsheet; from that he’ll
put the combined data into a bigger Excel spreadsheet on which he’ll
undertake some integration and analysis; and from that he’ll build out a
presentation for the VP or executive. Then, the VPs and executives will
ask for clarifications to do which the analyst will put more data into more
spreadsheets, build more analyses and more presentations as a result of
which, by the time that final presentation is completed all of the data that
backs it up is weeks or months old, so no longer useful or relevant.
The decision that was originally required might well now be answered
but, by the time the next question is asked, the analysis and all of the work
completed to deliver it is useless and, all too often, just thrown away for
the task to start over again. So, we come back to the original question,
‘can a model for maintenance operations use the same techniques for
maintenance as for calculating route profitability in order to better improve
performance?’

6

“That trickles down to an analyst who pulls data
from each of the individual systems to put it into an
Excel spreadsheet; from that he’ll put the combined
data into a bigger Excel spreadsheet on which he’ll
undertake some integration and analysis; and from
that he’ll build out a presentation…”
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SHARED DRIVERS FOR PROFIT AND DECISIONS
There is, perhaps, more similarity than one might think
between the two sides of this business; flight operations
and maintenance operations as can be seen from figure 3.
Maintenance Operations can embrace route profitability
methods and use of structured models to drive decisions
Route Profitability
Flight
Operations

Financials

Fuel

Payroll

Coupon
Level
Revenue
Contracts

Revenue
Transformation

End User Configuration

Granular,
detailed,
disparate data
from various
sources in
various formats

Models
Consolidate
and transform
inputs to
measure
performance

Model 1

Financials

Maintenance
Operations

Financials

Aircraft
Operations

Payroll

Third Party
Revenue
Detail

Parts

Derivable
Statistics

Operations

Labor

Costs assigned to
tasks based on
hours worked by
project

Facilities

Costs assigned to
projects based on
location square
footage

Overhead

Costs assigned to
projects based
event

Contracts

Revenue
Transformation
Allocation Engine

End User Configuration

Project N-1234

Costs assigned to
consumables
based on unit
price and
quantity used in
project

Task 1
Task 2
Task n
Consumable 1
Consumable 2
Consumable n
Project N-5678
Task 1
Task 2
Task n
Consumable 1
Consumable 2

Model 1

Model 2
Model n

Model 2
Model n

Detailed, multidimensional data
for dashboard as
well as detailed
analysis
SEABURYMRO.COM
RO.COM

Allocation of sources of costs and revenues to all activities of operation

EPAS

Allocation Engine

Figure 3

What is a “Model”?

GL
Classification

Derivable
Statistics

USING A MODEL

Readers might wonder, what is a model in this context?

Maintenance Performance

EPAS

GL
Classification

INTERACTIVE Click here for full product details
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Both areas generate revenue whether it’s coupon
revenue in Operations or third party revenue in
MRO; and both sides of the business have contracts,
payroll… the list is long. And, when all of this data
is gathered together it can be put into models. So
just as transactional data is taken and put into route
profitability to build analytical results for operations,
the same can be done in maintenance. At Seabury,
we’ve been revealing route profitability for over ten
years and, more recently, we’ve been doing the same for
maintenance operations profitability.
Within these models, where the transactional data is
being taken, it is being modelled to generate integrated
results, not the individual silo results of two separate
data and analysis environments but an integrated result
to show what are the true costs of any event, action or
task. That, in turn, allows users to undertake reporting
from which it is possible to build dashboards, analyses
and all of the other values in a living real-time model
rather than a quickly outdated snapshot. When there
is a model, there is a consistent flow of data into the
model to continuously generate results.

“The purpose of the model is to help
determine the proper allocation of
costs from the general ledger (booked
at a high level) down to the individual
transaction level.”

Consumable n

Figure 4

SEABURYMRO.COM
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In a model, such as the one illustrated in figure 4,
we take financials (see left side of table) which are
typically booked in an account at cost center level
and aggregated; things like parts, labor, facilities,
overheads, etc. On the other side there are activities in
the operations such as tasks, man hours, consumables
consumed on a project, projects, events, aircraft
operations… all types of activities that occur within
a maintenance event. The purpose of the model is to
help determine the proper allocation of costs from
the general ledger (booked at a high level) down
to the individual transaction level. Just as in flight
profitability that takes costs booked in a general
ledger and allocates them to a flight, this model can
take costs and allocate them down to a maintenance
or engineering task. That allows users to apply it to
a project, to an event, to an equipment type, to a
project type or whatever it is that needs to be better
understood.
As an example of an allocation, take facilities where
costs are assigned to a project based on location square
footage: just as with de-icing (see above) where you
only want to allocate a cost to the station where it is
consumed, a facilities cost would be allocated perhaps
based on square footage. So, differentiating between
big heavy checks which take up a full hangar versus an
engine check which uses a smaller space is one type of
allocation to do for those operations. It doesn’t have
to be square footage, it might be something else; but
that’s the purpose of a model, it allows you to change
and alter what’s in that model to drive the allocations
as you see fit, to properly reflect the operation of your
business.
DRIVING DECISIONS
Remember, above we talked about ‘what is the fully
loaded man hour rate?’ From what we’ve seen before,
that requires a detailed analysis, pulling the data into
spreadsheets and all that. With Seabury’s tool, that data
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will be continuously driven through and users are continuously able to
see those results (see figure 5) without the need for the ongoing repetitive
analysis that was needed before. This makes it much easier to use good
quality and up-to-date data to drive and support decisions.
Models produce insight to drive decisions

Financial benefits are achieved through the continuous, comprehensive measurement of the operations
that lead to actionable decisions

What is the fully loaded man hour rate?

Which customer is least profitable?

§ How is this relative to the bill rate of our biggest
customers?

§ What activities are performed? Where? Can we renegotiate contractual terms with underperforming
customers?

Which base is the most/least efficient?

How much unused capacity is there at each
base?

§ What activities are driving the underperforming
locations?

§ What is the cost of the unused capacity? What steps
can be taken to fill?

How is Project N-1234 performing relative to
bid?

How are my engine contracts performing
relative to schedule?

§ Were job estimates accurately performed?

§ Are we ahead or behind on our commitments?
§ What is the overall spend with this vendor?

Figure 5
SEABURYMRO.COM
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EXAMPLES, CASE STUDIES AND MYTHS

To illustrate the point (see figure 6), we’ll use some examples and case
studies from Seabury’s experience using the EPAS maintenance model
‘MPAS’ (Maintenance Performance Analysis System).
Some Case Study Examples

The EPAS maintenance module, “MPAS” was implemented at a recent client as part of a consulting study
Seabury was engaged to assess some key functional areas of an airline’s third party
maintenance operation
MPAS was implemented to support the study with a working model up and running inside of 3
weeks
§ Maintenance management detail data
§ Financials
§ Contractual data

Combining operational activity data and detailed financial data into the MPAS model enabled
the team to have visibility at the “atomic” level to analyze the operation at multiple levels
§ Allocated costs and revenues to every hour billed, worked and consumable used

A number of “myths” were exposed using a structured model in EPAS…
NOTE: THE FOLLOWING SLIDES AND SUPPORTING DATA ARE FOR ILLUSTRATIVE
PURPOSES
SEABURYMRO.COM
Figure
6
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Seabury was involved in some projects recently where the performance
analysis products were set up as part of a consulting engagement and we
were able to establish an initial working model within about three weeks.
What we discovered in doing that was some myths about what goes on
within a maintenance organization.

MYTH 1 – THE COST OF A FULLY LOADED MAN-HOUR
The first myth was that one organization thought that their fully loaded
man-hour cost was $49 per hour. However, when the analysis was
completed, it was discovered that that rate was, in fact, $54 per hour. But,
if the man-hour rate is in fact $54, when you’re billing and when you’re
bidding on projects in the belief that $49 is the break even, the business
will soon be in trouble. This was a revelation to the client: the problem
was that the $49 figure had been based on anecdotal evidence with
management believing that there had been an analysis completed in the
previous year and it wouldn’t have changed. Also, the business was not
fully accounting for overheads and ‘slack’ time in their ‘fully loaded’ rate.
With a continuously updated model, the myth would never have existed
let alone persisted.
MYTH 2 – WHERE TO FIND THE PROFITABILITY MEASUREMENT
In the second myth, an organization believed that it could see its project
profitability in the financials. Although the data was there (see figure 7) in
the financials it was buried at the transactional level of the general ledger
and not usable for profitability analysis: it was not at a project level and
was never available at a task level. Also, the data that was there could not
be connected to individual projects, tasks or activities so could not be
assembled in a way that would support proper analysis. Most importantly,
it wasn’t being done, anyway; even though they said they had the
information, they weren’t using it. They were looking at the wrong
things. What the graph below shows is a number of projects over 2015
and the very start of 2016 with each project shown as a colored block on
the chart and its profitability (or unprofitability) shown by its position
above (profitable) or below the baseline. Behind that are all of the
allocated costs, overheads, labor, consumables; everything that has been
added into the system to generate profitability: and it’s possible to drill
back through each project to see why one project is profitable while
another one generates a loss.

“…one organization thought that their fully loaded
man-hour cost was $49 per hour. However, when the
analysis was completed, it was discovered that that
rate was, in fact, $54 per hour.”
The Truth Behind The Myth…

While the data was loosely kept in financials, it was not usable for profitability analysis
The necessary financial detail was buried at the transactional level of the GL with no structure
to create connections or properly group to projects
There was no ability to connect detailed activity metrics (hours worked, parts used etc.) to the
financial booking
IT WAS SIMPLY NOT BEING DONE

*Each colored block
represents an
individual project

Figure 7
SEABURYMRO.COM
MYTH
3 – ALL BASES ARE THE SAME, AREN’T THEY?
The third myth was that, across several maintenance bases, they were
all equally managed to ensure maximum resource utilization. Using the
available data as in figure 8, the MPAS model revealed a different story.
31
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The Truth Behind The Myth…

BIJOY MECHERY

While BHM and CLE were deemed relatively efficient in terms of managing labor costs with billable hours,
BGM had a considerable spike in labor costs per billable hour in the slow summer months

Bijoy Mechery joined the Seabury in 2002 as a
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The spike in the summer months at BGM could be attributed to exceptionally low billable hours,
but we needed to drill further…
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Figure 8
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Looking at three bases (we’ll call them CLE, BHM and BGM – they’re
not the real bases for this organization) the first two look fine; the orange
bars in the table represent the number of billable hours and the blue line
represents labor cost for billable hours and those numbers are relatively flat.
However, in the third base (BGM) there is a spike in the summer months
for labor cost of billable hours because the billable hours drop significantly
in those months. Now, we can drill into this.
The Truth Behind The Myth…continued

While BHM and CLE were deemed relatively efficient in terms of managing labor costs with billable hours,
BGM had a considerable spike in labor costs per billable hour in the slow summer months
The permanent staff ratio was markedly high in BGM driving higher carrying costs
In summer months contractor costs remained unchanged when, given the work load, should
have been managed down

SEABURY SOLUTIONS

So, in figure 9, we broke it down into categories of staff; Contractors,
permanent Staff and Training. In the first two bases (CLE and BHM), it
turned out that the contractor mix was quite high, which offered some
flexibility to reduce staff levels in the summer months. However, in the
third base (BGM) the contractor mix was very small against a higher ratio
of permanent staff which offered very little flexibility to vary staff levels
according to the workload. This is useful information which suggests a
management action item to, over time, change the staffing mix; replacing
any losses of permanent labor with contract labor to increase the flexibility
available in summer months.

SUMMARY

These have been some typical examples, typical myths from our own
experience and case studies. But, perhaps what readers need to think
about is, how to find and dispel the myths in their own organization. You
conduct your operations and have maintenance and management systems
but you need to measure your performance using a mechanism that uses a
model to ensure that you are in a continuously informed and continuous
improvement mode. It is very important for any of us to measure our
performance and by parameters that allow us to understand the real drivers
of that performance.

Figure 9
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Seabury Solutions is a leading
global aviation software
development and consultancy
company. It was established in 2002 and forms part of the
Seabury Group. In that time Seabury Solutions has built
a reputation as the vendor who delivers cost effective
world class aviation management software. The integrated
product range includes:

MRO IT 		

Regulatory

Performance Analysis

Airport Management

The network of offices is located in Ireland, Netherlands,
Argentina, USA and the Philippines.

THE SEABURY GROUP
Seabury Group LLC is a leading global advisory and
professional services firm delivering diversified and
responsive business solutions to clients in Aviation,
Aerospace & Defense, Transportation, and related
industries. Seabury Group LLC was founded in 1995 with
two principal groups, Seabury Advisory Group LLC and
Seabury Capital LLC.
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“…you need to measure your performance using a mechanism that uses a model to ensure that you are in a
continuously informed and continuous improvement mode.”
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